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Some animals hunt other animals to feed themselves; these animals
are called predators. Animals who are hunted and eaten are
known as prey. What do you think would happen if a predator
were introduced to an ecosystem where the prey previously lived
without fear of being hunted? Would the new predator eat all
the prey animals until they go extinct? Actually, the relationship
between predator and prey is far more interesting than this. In
this article, we show what the predator-prey relationship looks like
over time and explain how scientists can make predictions about
future population levels, all using basic mathematics like addition,
subtraction, and multiplication.

WHY DO WE STUDY ANIMAL POPULATIONS?
Scientists need to collect information so they can understand how to
protect the environment and the animals who live there. Scientists
sometimes use mathematics to test theories they have about the
animals or even to try to predict the future! This is called mathematical
kids.frontiersin.org
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Figure 1
(A) The number of hare
pelts collected (in tens
of thousands) over
time. (B) The number of
lynx pelts collected (in
tens of thousands) over
time, inferred from
Hudson Bay Company
data from 1895 to
19351 .
1

Link to animated
version of the ﬁgure
here.

Figure 1

modelling. Modelling the relationship between predators and prey
helps scientists understand how their populations change over time,
and it can let scientists know when an animal could be at risk of
extinction. To make a successful mathematical model, we need to
collect data from the environment. In this paper we will show how
some basic mathematics, like addition, subtraction, and multiplication,
can be used to model the predator-prey relationships seen in
the wild.

FIRST, WE NEED DATA!
Good models start with good data. To model a predator-prey
relationship, we will use population data (records of how many animals
there are) collected by a company that hunted both the predators
and prey for their fur in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
Hudson Bay Company made yearly records of the numbers of snow
lynx and snowshoe hare pelts they collected. Figure 1 shows the
company’s data for the number of hare and lynx pelts. The number
of hare or lynx pelts collected tells us about the levels of each animals’
population and can give us a reasonable picture of the predator-prey
relationship. The data show that in some years, like 1927, there were
more lynxes (predators) but fewer hares (prey), while in other years,
like 1932, there were more hares but fewer lynxes.

WHAT DOES THE HUDSON BAY DATA TELL US?
The rise and fall in the recorded hare and lynx populations over time
suggests that there is a relationship between the two animals, which
makes sense as we know that lynxes eat hares. In Figure 1, can you
see that the populations of lynxes and hares fall and rise at around
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DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
Equations that describe
how populations
change over time, or
describe many other
processes, including
how a helicopter ﬂies,
how planets orbit a star,
or how blood ﬂows in
our veins.

ESTIMATE
A value that is close
enough to the exact
answer, usually created
based on some
knowledge you have of
the system or by
preforming
a calculation.

GROWTH RATE
The growth rate is the
increase of the hare
population if they had
no predators. It can be
estimated from the
data using the number
of births minus deaths.

DEATH RATE
The death rate is the
decrease of the lynx
population over time if
they had no food. This
is the number of deaths
minus births.

EAT RATE
The eat rate is the
number of hares
hunted and eaten by
the lynx.

FOOD RATE
The food rate is the
number of hares the
lynx need to eat
to survive.

Circle of Life

the same time? When there are more lynxes they eat more hares,
which decreases the hare population. When the hare population is
low, this means less food for the lynxes and results in a decrease in
the lynx population. When the lynx population decreases, the hare
population increases again, and the up-down cycle continues. If the
predator and prey populations are balanced, they will go up and down
over time, chasing each other in the circle of life. The question a
mathematician asks is, “Can I explain this using addition, subtraction,
and multiplication; and can I predict the future populations”

EXPLAINING THE RELATIONSHIP WITH MATHEMATICAL
MODELS
Mathematicians use differential equations and data to describe
what they see in the world. The predator-prey relationship was ﬁrst
described using differential equations by two scientists named Lotka
[1] and Volterra [2]. They wanted to use mathematics to explain the
rise and fall observed in the general predator-prey relationship.
The equations can sometimes look very complicated, but all they are
is a way to describe how and why populations change. A famous
mathematician named Leonhard Euler (1707–1783) showed that
differential equations could just be written as pluses and minuses, with
a bit of multiplication. Differential equations can be used to model the
populations of lynxes (predators) and hares (prey) using the data from
the Hudson Bay Company. We ﬁt the original data using mathematical
methods [3], to estimate the values for the growth rate (rgrowth ), death
rate (rdeath ), eaten rate (reaten ), and food rate (rfood ), which we will use
to predict the hare and lynx populations.
Modelling the Snowshoe Hare Population
When developing an equation, a mathematician thinks about the
world. Now, let us think about what is happening to the hare
population over time. If there were no lynxes, then the hare population
in the future, HF , would be equal to the current hare population, HC ,
plus births and minus deaths. We call this the growth rate, rgrowth . The
number of births and deaths will depend on the how many hares are
alive now, so we multiply rgrowth by HC (Figure 2A).
Let us use the Hudson Bay data to put numbers into the equation.
when the data starts in 1895, the hare population is 85, so we will let
HC = 85 hares. The growth rate for the hare population is rgrowth = 0.9
in a year. Since rgrowth is positive, we expect the future population to
grow. This gives the future hare population HF in 1896:
HF = HC + (rgrowth × HC ), HF = 85 + (0.9 × 85) =161.5.
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Figure 2
(A) The equations used
to predict the future
hare population if there
were no lynxes, which
results in exponential
growth. (B) The
equations used to
predict the future lynx
population if there
were no hares,
resulting in exponential
decline. (C) The
equations for the hare
and lynx populations
when the populations
are interacting with
each other. This results
in ﬂuctuating
population levels for
both hares and lynxes.

EXPONENTIAL
GROWTH
Steady and
rapid growth.

Figure 2

We predict that the future hare population will be 161.5 hares. If the
population keeps growing like, this the entire world will be covered in
hares, which is called exponential growth (Figure 2A).
Modelling the Snow Lynx Population
Let us next consider what is happening to the lynx population over
time. If there are no hares, the lynxes would have no food, so the lynx
population would go down. To model this, we use subtraction. The
future number of lynxes (LF ) is equal to the current number of lynxes
(LC ) minus the death rate, rdeath , times the current number of lynxes
(Figure 2B).
The lynx population in 1895 is 51, and by ﬁtting the data we set the
death rate to rdeath = 0.25. Now the equation gives:
LF = LC -(rdeath × LC ),
LF = 51–(0.25 × 51) = 38.25.
Our calculation predicts the future lynx population in 1896 to be 38.25
lynxes. This is known as exponential decline and, if it keeps happening,
there will be no lynxes (Figure 2B).
Modelling the Hare and Lynx Interaction
On their own, the hare population increases, and the lynx population
decreases. What do we know about how these populations interact
with each other? Lynxes eat hares and so decrease the hare
population; therefore, we use subtraction to model this. We need
a term for the eat rate, reaten , which depends on both the current
lynx and hare populations available to both eat and be eaten. So, we
multiply reaten by LC and HC .
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Figure 3
Hare and lynx
populations modelled
using the equations
and the Hudson-Bay
Company data from
1895 to 1935. (A) The
modelled hare
population. (B) The
modelled lynx
population. These two
plots show the rise and
fall that we saw in the
real data in Figure 1. (C)
How the lynx
population changes for
different hare
populations. The x is
the mean lynx and hare
population, which the
two populations orbit.
The arrows and
numbers indicate the
calculations in the text,
from 1895 to 18962 .
2

Link to animated
version of the ﬁgure
here.

Figure 3

By the same logic, the hares are a food source for the lynxes, so we use
addition in the lynx equation and multiply the current hare population
by the current lynx population times a food rate, rfood (Figure 2C).
The values of HC = 85 hares, rgrowth = 0.9, LC = 51 lynxes, and the rdeath
= 0.25 remain the same. From the data, we get an eat rate of reaten =
0.024 and a food rate of rfood = 0.005. Putting these numbers into the
equation for predicting the future number of hares gives:
HF = HC + (rgrowth × HC )–(reaten × LC × HC ),
HF = 85 + (0.9 × 85)–(0.024 × 85 × 51) = 59.24,
and the equation for predicting the future number of lynxes
now gives:
LF = LC -(rdeath × LC ) + (rfood × LC × HC ),
LF = 51–(0.25 × 51) + (0.005 × 51 × 85) = 59.925.
Our model (both equations above) predicts a decrease in the hare
population and an increase in the lynx population in 1896, as shown
in Figure 3 by the green and red arrows.
To predict how the populations would change in the following year,
1897, we would plug our HF and LF values into HC and LC in the new
equations. Each time we do this we get new values, and each value is
a point for our graphs in Figure 3.
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VISUALISING THE PREDATOR PREY-RELATIONSHIP
Using the equations from above and some computer code [4],
we simulate both the hare and lynx populations and make our
own data showing how the predator-prey relationship evolves over
time (Figure 3).

EQUILIBRIUM
POINT
The balance point in
the two populations.
When a system is in
equilibrium, we say it
is stable.

3

Watch: Sustainable
Human 2014.

4

Play here: https://
ecobuildergame.org.

Another way to show how two species are linked is to plot how the
hare population (x-axis) and lynx population (y-axis) change in relation
to each other (Figure 3C). The x in the middle shows the average
hare (39) and average lynx (45) populations, known as the equilibrium
point. The lynx and hare populations circle around this average as the
populations rise and fall, plotting the circle of life. It looks a bit like
the orbit of the earth around the sun. The populations go around and
around, which represents their ups and downs over time. In a balanced
ecosystem, like the one modelled here, the orbit stays stable; but if it
starts spiralling in or out, this could be an early sign of change.
One such change occurred in 1995, when wolves were re-introduced
to Yellowstone Park. This lead to some surprising results for the
surrounding ecosystem3 . Based on these amazing observations
and mathematics similar to what we have shown here, Goodman
and colleagues developed a computer game to build a balanced
eco-system4 .

MODELS ARE NOT EXACT
When mathematicians try to describe something complicated, they
simplify things. The equations we have shown must simplify things,
too. The simpliﬁcations mean that the predictions and simulations do
not perfectly follow the original data. Here is some information we left
out of our model:
• There is more than one predator of the snowshoe hare.
• Snow lynxes hunt more than just snowshoe hares; they can also
eat ﬁsh and squirrels.
• In our model, the snowshoe hares do not run out of food, which
is not true in winter.
• What about human fur hunters who hunt both lynxes and hares?
To make the equations work for all these other situations, we would
have to include extra equations and more pluses and minuses. If we
have all the data, we could perfectly model the future. Even with these
simpliﬁcations, the mathematics still does a good job modelling the
hare and lynx populations.
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HOW ELSE CAN THIS MODEL BE USED?
If you change the words “snow lynx” to “shark” and “snowshoe hare”
to “ﬁsh” in this model, the mathematics will still work, with the right
data [2]. You could even use the same equations and change the
word “lynx” to “zombie” and “hare” to “human”! The predator-prey
relationship can be expanded further outside of animal populations
and can be used to model how companies interact, how chemical
reactions occur, and how viruses spread. You can read more about the
mathematics of viruses in another Frontiers for Young Minds paper by
clicking here [5].

SUMMARY
To develop models of the real world, mathematicians need to start with
good data. This means it is vital for scientists, conservationists—and
even fur hunters!—to collect information from the environment
around them. Using data, we can spot patterns in relationships
and then use mathematics to recreate these patterns and predict
future data that can represent and predict the future of those
relationships. These predictions can help us maintain balanced
ecosystems. Hopefully, from this article, you can see how all it takes
is the basic mathematics of adding, subtracting, and multiplying—and
a bit of clever thinking—to model and predict the populations of a
predator, its prey, and much more.
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